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The Planck image of the Cosmic Microwave Background

The Universe at an age of 400,000 years — hot and almost uniform
The initial conditions for the formation of all cosmic structure
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For thermal relic Warm Dark Matter, free-streaming
removes all linear structure at masses below

Mfs ∼ 108 (mχ /3 keV)−3 M⊙

For a thermal relic Cold Dark Matter WIMP, the 
corresponding free-streaming mass is

 Mfs ∼ 10−6 (mχ /100 GeV Td /30 MeV)−3 M⊙

where  is the kinetic decoupling temperatureTd

z = 31

z = 0







Springel et al 2008

The NFW shape is a good fit over 

6 orders of magnitude in density 

      ρNFW(r) ≈ r3
−2ρ−2/r(r + r−2)2

Halos converge to NFW outside rPower(tf)



A Milky Way halo simulated in CDM and WDM

CDM WDM

This WDM model assumes , and can be excluded because of too little small-scale structuremχ = 2 keV



A filament at z = 5.5 in CDM, WDM and FDM

mχ = 1.4 keV

mχ = 10−21.6 eV

FDM here is an ultralight boson giving  similar to the WDM case and a few kpc 

It develops interference patterns in nonlinear regions and a central fluctuating soliton 

Mfs λdeB ∼

Mocz et al 2019



Gravitational lensing of the CMB

Madhavacheril et al 2023

CMB lensing is sensitive to comoving scales  ~ 5 to 200 Mpc averaged across   k−1 0.5 < z < 5

Atacama Cosmology Telescope data agree perfectly with a Planck-based CDM predictionΛ



ACT lensing results summary:
structure growth vs. redshift (relative to LCDM)

● Three ACT observables
at different redshifts–
lensing power z~2, x
unWISE green z~1.1, x
unWISE blue z~0.6:

● Structure growth with
time follows LCDM
prediction (n.b. on
large scales)

standard LCDM
predicted
structure growth

distance

redshift

Slide from Blake Sherwin



The mass distribution of
a rich  galaxyz = 0.31
cluster reconstructed from 
strong+weak gravitational
lensing observations

Cha et al 2023

Abell 2744

JWST data
286 SL multiple images

350 WL images/arcmin2



N = 10,000,000,000



 = 20,000,000Ngal





Wang W et al 2016



Large-scale structure in the CDM cosmologyΛ

Useful to estimate cosmological parameters, here the
DES year 3 results for  and  derived from cosmicΩm σ8
shear, galaxy-galaxy lensing and galaxy clustering.

Abbott et al 2022

Similarly BAO measurements constrain D.E. parameters

Busch & White 2020

Present-day LSS is nonlinear and nongaussian

Here the largest single connected object with
local    is shown in black where it   ρ/ρ > 5
intersects a thin slice through the simulation   

            fmass = 0.35 fvolume = 0.006

The cosmic web is very filamentary, but does   

Clustering will soon constrain/measure  Σmν

not constrain viable DM models   

+
Planck



Small-scale structure in the high-z Lyman  forestα

Irsic et al 2023 

HI absorption in front of high-z QSOs allows measurement of small-scale structure in the IGM

The measured  is consistent with CDM with Planck parametersP(k) Λ

Warm Dark Matter is excluded for  at mχ < 5.7 keV 2σ

The standard CDM paradigm is validated down to the scales of small dwarf galaxiesΛ

Fuzzy Dark Matter is excluded for   at mχ < 2 10−20eV 2σ Rogers & Peiris 2021

Irsic et al 2023 



Powell et al 2023

Banik et al 2021

FDM constraints

VLBI image of a strongly lensed
radio source

            at mχ > 4.4 10−21 eV 2σ

            at mχ > 1.4 10−21 eV 2σ

Perturbations of stellar streams in
the Milky Way’s halo

Structure of the ultrafaint dwarf galaxy, Segue I

          R1/2 = 24 pc, M* ∼ 200 M⊙, σ = 4 km/s

            at mχ > 4 10−19 eV 2σ

GD1

Segue I

Dalal & Kravtsov 2022

c.f. Xinyu Li on Tuesday

but this ignores interference effects



Self-interacting Dark Matter

          the strongest cross-tcoll ∝ (ρ ⟨σ/m⟩ v)−1

section constraints come from massive clusters.

The absence of collisional effects in clusters
            is necessary to get core  ⟨σ/m⟩ ∝ v−1

formation or core collapse in dwarf halos.
There is no consensus that cores are needed in
the halos of the MW’s dwarf satellite galaxies
— NFW halos also fit the observations  — 

Correa 2021

No clear evidence prefers SIDM over CDM

Sculptor

c.f. Haibo Yu on Tuesday



Rotation curve diversity

Kamada et al 2016

Oman et al 2015

Rotation curves of dwarf spiral galaxies with similar
maximum values can have very different shape

These do not appear to be reproduced by CDMΛ
simulations of galaxy formation

They can be accomodated by SIDM simulations 
with ⟨σ/m⟩ = 3 g/cm2

DM

gas

stars

Rotation curve interpretation is difficult because 
 the galaxies are irregular with noncircular motions



Metal-poor stars Metal-rich stars

Two population fits to the stellar kinematics of Sculptor 

WP11 = Walker & Penarrubia 2011



Prompt cusp formation in a CDM density peak Λ

           tc z = 87

Mpk ∼ 10−6Msun

Delos & White 2023
See talk by Sten Delos



 “normal”

Delos & White 2023
See talk by Sten Delos

                                             


  

Prompt cusp formation differs 
from that of “normal” dark 
matter haloes 

It is not hierarchical, involves no
mergers, and produces universal 
structure which is not NFW 

                                         












Isotropic -ray background constraints on DM annihilation γ
Delos et al 2023

 channelbb

 without prompt cusps

with prompt cusps

Expected cross-section for
a thermal WIMP

95% upper limit

• Prompt cusps tighten the upper limits on annihilation cross-sections by a factor of 30
• Standard thermal WIMPS with  are excluded at 95% confidencemDM < 120 GeV
• Production of the Galactic Centre Excess by annihilation may be inconsistent with the  IGRB
• The IGRB limit is stronger than that from dSph galaxies for much of the  rangemDM



In summary…..

The CMB provides the most direct, robust and precise evidence for the existence of DM

CDM evolution from CMB initial conditions reproduces quantitatively the cosmicΛ
mass distribution at all later times on galactic, cluster and LSS scales

For both WDM and FDM, observational lower limits on the particle mass  are now somχ
tight that their astrophysical phenomenology is almost indistinguishable from CDM 

SIDM is of astrophysical interest only if   is a strongly decreasing function of v, ⟨σ/mχ⟩
but there is still no evidence that unambiguously favours such SIDM over CDM  

Prompt cusps dominate DM annihilation radiation from extragalactic structures and   
modify its expected sky distribution.  The implied upper limit on  from the IGRB ⟨σv⟩
is in tension with an annihilation origin for the Galactic Centre Excess seen by Fermi


